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Sustainable Development

Befimmo’s Sustainable Development
policy is its response to a global
citizen trend (private shareholders,
institutional investors, rental customers, the legislature, public opinion)
designed to demonstrate that it
manages its activities in a reasonable
and responsible way.
Its approach in this area is pragmatic,
constantly seeking a good balance in the
use of human and financial resources, and
allocating them to ensure maximum added
value.
Sustainable Development rests on three
main interdependent pillars: economic,
environmental and social factors. In view
of the nature of its activities, Befimmo has
identified the environmental pillar as the
one where the business has most impact.
Based on a benchmarking study to
determine the business’s ranking in the
real-estate sector in the field of Sustainable Development, in 2008 the Company
began implementing an Environmental
Management System (EMS) based on ISO
14001, in order to follow a global approach
in the field and to ensure that its operational priorities were brought into line with the
development of the business’s activities.
(1) For permits applied for since
1 July 2009. EPB: Energy
performance of buildings.
(2) The concepts and studies were
revised to optimise performance.
(3) K-level = a building’s overall
thermal insulation level.
(4) An office tower block.
(5) E-level = a building’s primary
energy consumption level.
(6) This is an average value, not a
mandatory minimum.
(7) At least 10% of basic electricity
needs are met by green
production on site (photovoltaic
panels and wind generators) and
the use of heat pumps.

Befimmo is aware of the importance of
communication with stakeholders about
progress on Sustainable Development and
of the work that remains to be done in that
area.
Befimmo intends to gradually comply with
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards.

Improvement in environmental performance
linked to major renovations
Standard
renovation in
line with the
Brussels EPB(1)

telex 2007
(formerly
known as
Impératrice)

K-level (3)

45

37

34

E-level

90

< 80

65(6)
-

(5)

CO2 emissions
(kg/m2)
Cost overrun
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The five pillars of Befimmo’s Sustainable
Development policy are:
1. abiding by the applicable environmental
regulations;
2. developing an approach that is sensitive
to environmental impact;
3. ongoing assessment and improvement
of its overall environmental
performance;
4. promoting respect for the environment
among its tenants, within the limits of its
competence;
5. setting up effective communication
systems in order to ensure optimum
coordination of its subcontracted
activities (building managers and
maintenance companies).

Science- Froissart
Montoyer
2008
2008

Paradis
2008

ScienceMontoyer
(new project)
2009 (2)

28

41(4)

32

< 70

< 70

63

63

33.75

24.92

27.28

15(7)

23.04

5.14%

8.4%

8.1%

5%

8.6%

“

Systematic allocation of a specific budget
for sustainable optimisation, representing 5 to
10% of the total cost, for all major renovations
undertaken in the portfolio.

”

Status
The key themes for environmental improvements applicable to Befimmo are:
1. Energy and climate change;
2. Management of natural resources;
3. Sustainable Development programme;
4. Dialogue with stakeholders.
Other important themes such as water
consumption and management of a build
ing’s waste while it is in use are not directly
under Befimmo’s control. However, the
Company means to face up to its responsibilities and to help its tenants by offering its
expertise in this area.
The following objectives, among those set
out at the start of the 2008/2009 fiscal year,
were achieved:
• Creation of the position of Environmental Coordinator and a Sustainable Development unit
The unit involves 4 senior managerial staff
and is responsible for monitoring and
implementing strategic action. Given that
Befimmo employs only 34 staff members
in total, this demonstrates the importance
the Company attaches to Sustainable
Development.
• Development of Environmental
Management Procedures (ISO 14001light version)
Development of the Environmental
Management System (EMS) continued.
The strategy documents and some
operational documents will be ready by
the end of 2009, while the others will be
finalised in 2010.

•A
 llocation of a specific budget for
sustainable optimisation in major
renovations
The major renovation projects are Telex
(formerly known as Impératrice), ScienceMontoyer, Froissart, Liège Paradis and
WTC 4.

Management report

A. Environmental
responsibility

•M
 ulti-annual investment plan for
sustainable optimisation work in
buildings not due to undergo major
renovation
•F
 inalisation of full energy audit
programme and energy performance
certification for the Befimmo port
folio (not including Fedimmo)
This certification has been completed in
Flanders where the calculation methodology was defined.
•E
 xternal reporting
Befimmo applies the external reporting
guidelines of the GRI standard.
•U
 se of green electricity for the
common areas of the buildings in the
portfolio
66% of total electricity consumption is
supplied by green electricity (not including
Fedimmo, building sites and projects).
Some objectives laid down at the start of
the 2008/2009 fiscal year have yet to be
achieved or have been partially achieved
but will be completed over the coming
years. The environmental programme
containing the objectives for 2009-2010 will
be published on the Company’s website
(www.befimmo.be).
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Befimmo has set the following new objectives for the 2009/2010 fiscal year:
• Use of GRI reporting
GRI is a Sustainable Development
reporting standard recognised worldwide.
Befimmo plans to bring its reporting
standards gradually into compliance with
GRI. The reporting of the content of the
next Annual report for 2010 will be of
self-declared level “C”.
• ISO 14001 certification, audited by an
external company
Certification of the EMS is an external
recognition of achievements.
• BREEAM (1) certification for new projects or buildings in use
The BREEAM certificate is the most
widely recognised and complete standard
currently on the market. All major renovations will be certified, and buildings in use
will also be gradually certified.
• Introduction of sustainable “conditions
of purchase”
The level of criteria defined will be proportional to the cost of the work and realistic
in relation to the market.

(1) B
 REEAM (BRE Environmental
Assessment Method) is the first
environmental assessment
method for buildings and is the
most widely used. It establishes a
standard for best practice on
sustainable design and has
become the reference
measurement used to describe a
building’s environmental
performance.
For more information, go to
www.breeam.org.
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Additionally,
• various programmes for management of
hazardous products (asbestos / PCBs /
ozone-depleting gases) aim to reduce
their environmental impact;
• a programme is being implemented for
digitising documents, designed to central
ise and facilitate access to data;
• the contract with the property manager of
Befimmo (not including Fedimmo) has
been renewed. The new contract includes
a section specifically dealing with improving the environmental performance of
buildings;
• in a portfolio of around one hundred
buildings, ten still have oil-fired heating. It

is planned to convert these remaining
buildings to gas in 2010.
Regarding environmental performance, this
report includes Befimmo’s progress from a
qualitative viewpoint.
Significant progress remains to be made for
reporting quantitative performance indicators. This is mainly because the data are
managed either by an external management company or by the tenant.
Befimmo is aware that these quantitative
indicators are crucial for defining more
specific objectives for improvement.
In order to obtain the required data,
Befimmo will have digital meters installed in
its buildings (Befimmo portfolio not includ
ing Fedimmo). Two pilot projects are in
progress for more detailed monitoring of
energy and drinking water consumption in
common areas.
Total investment budgets are as follows:
• 2009-2010: €700,000 (this budget takes
over part of the budget allocated in 2009
but not spent)
• 2010-2011: €500,000
• 2011-2012: €500,000
Furthermore, for major renovations, a
specific budget is released to improve the
building’s environmental performance.
The specific figures for the following projects are:
• Telex (formerly known as Impératrice):
5.14% cost overrun
• Froissart: 8.1% cost overrun
• Paradis: 5.0% cost overrun
• Science-Montoyer: 8.6% cost overrun

Sustainable Development

B. Social responsibility

rate compares with an average of 5.19% (2)
for the private sector.

Status
The Befimmo team is a crucial element for
the success of its overall strategy and the
involvement of everyone is a key factor in
its success. Befimmo is aware that a
pleasant working environment helps to
stimulate creativity and motivation and
that it creates a strong staff commitment
to the Company, while offering them an
enriching professional experience.
At 30 September 2009, the team consisted of 34 people (59% men and 41%
women). All staff are employed, 32 on
indefinite contracts and two on fixed-term
contracts.

(1) A
 bsenteeism rate: ratio of the
number of hours of short-term
sick leave (< 30 days) to the total
hours worked.
(2) Source: publication of sdWorx
result driven HR, March 2009.

65% are university graduates, and 77% of
these also have a postgraduate diploma.
There were no occupational accidents or
occupational diseases at Befimmo over
the past fiscal year. The absenteeism
rate (1) over the past fiscal year was 2.4% of
the total number of working hours. This

Composition of governing bodies and breakdown
of employees by gender (as at 30 September 2009)

Over the fiscal year, Befimmo recruited 6
new staff members and 3 left.
Human capital is a key factor in the
Company’s success. Developing staff
skills is part of its human promotion policy.
Training is therefore offered to staff
members where a need is identified. Over
the past financial year, Befimmo recorded
an average of 21  hours a year of training
per staff member.
All team members have at least one
appraisal interview a year with their
superior, mainly based on a broad
assessment of their relationship with the
Company.
As part of a salary policy in line with
market rates, Befimmo’s employees are
covered by a company pension plan,
guaranteeing an income substitution
benefit proportional to the salary earned at
the time of retirement (defined-benefits

Composition of governing bodies and breakdown
of employees by age (as at 30 September 2009)

Employees

%
100

Female
Male

90

under 30
aged 30 to 39
aged 40 to 49
aged 50 to 59
over 60

80

Management

70
60
50

Executive officer

40
30
20
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of Directors

10
0

% 0
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Social indicators
The average age of the Befimmo SCA
team (not including the Board of Directors)
is 37.
• Level of basic starting salaries in
relation to the minimum wage
Befimmo pays salaries in line with market
rates, which are substantially higher than
the relevant minimum wage patterns.
• Percentage of employees covered by
a collective agreement
Befimmo is subject to the National
Auxiliary Joint Committee for White-Collar Workers, also known as Joint Committee 218, which applies to all staff
members.

C. Economic responsibility
Status
Befimmo has a Code of ethics requiring
ethical values to be observed in relations
with its customers, management team,
partners and shareholders. In line with this
Code of ethics, Befimmo has devised an
internal policy designed to limit the risks
associated with money laundering and
terrorism funding.

D. Incidents, non-compliance
and penalties
During the 2008/2009 fiscal year, Befimmo
was not responsible for any identified
incident of:
• corruption;
• anti-competitive, anti-trust or monopolistic practices;
•n
 on-compliance with health and safety
regulations;
• pollution of soil or subsoil;
•n
 on-compliance regarding external
communication;
• discrimination;
• failure to respect privacy.

Management report

system) and related to their length of
service. More detailed information can be
found in the note “Employee benefits” on
page 131 of this Annual report.

“

Befimmo has
a Code of ethics
requiring ethical
values to be observed
in relations with
its customers,
management
team, partners and
shareholders.

”

Indicator of direct economic value added and distributed
(in millions of euros)

i. Direct economic value added

30.09.2009

30.09.2008

154.4

164.7

32.1

36.9

4.9

4.0

94.0

103.1

II. Economic value distributed

Operating costs
Staff costs
Payments to contributors of capital
Payments to the State

III. Undistributed economic value (I-II)

12.4

16.3

143.4

160.3

11.0

4.4
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E. Stakeholders

F. Materiality

Befimmo is always attentive to stakeholders, who fall into various categories
such as:
• private shareholders and institutional
investors;
• rental customers;
• parties involved in buildings. Real
estate is a complex sector that differs
from the industrial sector in that several
players have an important role in a
building’s overall environmental performance.
These include: owners, management
and maintenance companies, architects and tenants. They may try to
offload responsibility for improving a
building’s performance onto one
another. Befimmo endeavours to build
bridges to communicate between the
various stakeholders;
• the federal and regional authorities;
• the trade associations UPSI (1), EPRA (2),
etc.

Befimmo’s priorities in terms of Sustain
able Development and hence also
regarding the materiality of reporting have
been devised using a number of tools.
These include:
• an exercise to analyse the business’s
environmental aspects and impacts,
linked to the development of Befimmo’s
internal Environmental Management
System;
• applicable environmental legislation;
• analysis of sectoral reports on Sustain
able Development in the real-estate
sector;
• consultation of the IPD (3) environmental
code: This code defines a new global
standard for measuring environmental
performance in buildings throughout
the world and provides a complete
framework for collecting, measuring,
analysing and reporting the environmental performance of property port
folios. The code is aligned with the GRI
reporting standard;
• BREEAM specifications;
• RICS (4) specifications.

Scope of reporting

(1) U
 PSI: Professional Union of the
Real-Estate Sector (www.upsi.be)
(2) EPRA: European Public Real
Estate Association
(www.epra.com).
(3) IPD: Investment Property
Databank (www.ipd.com)
(4) RICS: Royal Institution of
Chartered Surveyors
(www.rics.org)

The scope of reporting on Sustainable
Development activities covers the activities of Befimmo SCA and its subsidiaries,
Fedimmo SA, Meirfree SA, Vitalfree SA
and Axento SA.
The consolidated portfolio comprises
858,274 m² of office buildings.
Befimmo’s strategic commitments to
Sustainable Development apply to its
whole portfolio. Regarding operational
control, Befimmo’s influence varies
according to the types of tenants and the
relative size of their lets in the building.
The scope of reporting increased slightly
over the fiscal year, by some 6,600 m².
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858,274  m²
The consolidated portfolio comprises
858,274 m² of office buildings.

Reporting period
This report covers activities over the
2008/2009 fiscal year. It describes a
situation as it was at 30 September
2009.
The previous Annual report is available
on the Company’s website
(www.befimmo.be) since 30  Novem‑
ber  2008.

G. GRI
The GRI is introducing a Sustainable
Development reporting standard recognised worldwide.
The preceding paragraphs discuss the
indicators of highest priority for Befimmo’s
activities. However, Befimmo also wishes to
give out information regarding additional
indicators, which are not yet linked to an
improvement activity, but could be in future.
They are set out in the table on page 160.

Management report

On the one hand, Befimmo acquired the
Axento building in Luxembourg; on the
other, it sold a building with a short-term
lease in the Fedimmo portfolio
(Frankrijklei).

The following information supplementing
the Sustainable Development chapter is
available on the Company’s website
(www.befimmo.be):
• Sustainable Development policy
• Code of ethics
• Environment programme 2009-2010
•A
 chievements / projects linked to major
renovations
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